Prof M. Rizwan Khan  
Director,  
IQAC, AMU, Aligarh  

Subject: Analysis of feedback forms and ATR.  

Your Ref.: letter dated 4.9.16 on the subject.  

Sir  
The feedback analysis committee formed vide letter bearing D. No. 1020/B.Arch./ IQAC dated 9.9.2016 met in the chamber of Chairman on 15.9.2016 & considered feedback received from students and faculty members about various AR coded courses and analysed their conduct in light of required infrastructure and ensuing performance of the students.  

ANALYSIS OF FEEDBACK FROMS RELATING TO ACADEMIC YEAR 2015-16 REVEALED THAT:-  

1. Faculty members by and large “strongly agreed” on most of the points relating to curriculum, teaching, learning and evaluation.  
2. Final year students by and large “strongly agreed” indicating highest level of satisfaction for all the subjects.  
3. Fourth year students were satisfied with most of the courses and their conduct.  
4. Third years student by and large “strongly agreed” with the conduct of various courses.  
5. Second years students also gave higher degree of satisfaction in the course conduct and teacher’s inputs.  
6. First years students, new to the department, felt enthused and were appreciative of the various course conducted by dedicated teachers.  

ATR  

Committee felt that conduct of various AR coded courses was very good and meeting almost highest degree of approval of the teachers / students. Committee is appreciative of the good performance by the faculty members in conduct of various courses and the same is placed on the records.  

\[\text{Signature: Farhan Fazil} \backslash \text{Signature: Mohd. Khalid Hasan} \backslash \text{Signature: Sanjeev Maheshwari}
\]

Member Feedback Committee  
Member Feedback Committee  
Convener- Feedback Committee  

I express my concurrence to the findings of the committee and ATR thereof.  

Forwarded to:-  

1. Director IQAC, AMU, Aligarh  
2. Dean, F/O Engg. Anf Technology, AMU  

\[\text{Signature: T. R. Warsi} \backslash \text{Signature: \textit{Chairman}} \backslash \text{Signature: \textit{Chairman}} \backslash \text{Signature: \textit{Chairman}}\]

Chairman, D/O Architecture  
Chairman, D/O Architecture, Z.H.C.E.T.  
Chairman, D/O Architecture, Z.H.C.E.T.  
Chairman, D/O Architecture, Z.H.C.E.T.  
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